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Abstract: Semantic technologies are of paramount importance to the future Internet. The reuse and integration of semantically described resources, such as data or services, necessitates the bringing of ontologies into mutual agreement. Ontology alignment deals with the discovery of correspondences between concepts and relations from different ontologies. Alignment provides the key ingredient to semantic interoperability. This paper gives an overview on the state of the art in the field of visually supported semi-automatic alignment techniques and presents recent trends and developments. Particular attention is given to user interfaces and visualization techniques supporting involvement of humans in the alignment process. We derive and summarize requirements for visual semi-automatic alignment systems, provide an overview of existing approaches, and discuss the possibilities for further improvements and future research.
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1. Introduction

Representation and use of knowledge is gaining importance in various computer science disciplines. Based on ontologies, the so-called semantic technologies allow the externalization of knowledge and the computation with knowledge in huge, decentralized systems, for example, the Web. Herein, an ontology is an abstract model representing the real world [1] consisting of a formally organized set of concepts (or entities), attributes (which define properties of concepts), relations (which define relationships between concepts) and rules (or axioms, which define boundary conditions on entities, attributes, and relations). In contrast to traditional technologies, where knowledge is typically woven into data and software, systems based on semantic technologies employ ontologies as “external” carriers of knowledge. The main advantage of this approach is that ontologies make sharing and reuse of knowledge possible. However problems arise when integration of systems is attempted which use different ontologies to express “the same” knowledge. Since ontologies are merely a representation of reality, they will differ due to different requirements, vocabularies, modeling conventions, and also because of the subjective views of knowledge possessed by the engineers who created them.

Ontology mediation is an umbrella term covering various techniques involved in overcoming differences between ontologies with the aim of allowing their reuse. Mediation is central to enabling collaboration and integration of systems using different ontologies. This is because interoperability between ontologies and between the systems that use them, become possible only when different ontologies are brought into mutual accord. Application domains include semantic service integration, semantic agent information exchange, ontology-driven data integration, information retrieval from semantically described heterogeneous databases, personalized information delivery, and many others. Ontology mediation consists of the following [2] (note that in the literature, differences in the definitions of these terms may be encountered):

- **Ontology mapping** deals with relating concepts from different ontologies and is typically concerned with the representation and storage of mappings between the concepts.
- **Ontology alignment** is the process of bringing ontologies into mutual agreement by the automatic discovery of mappings between related concepts. The ontologies themselves are unaffected by the alignment process.
- **Ontology merging** deals with producing a completely new ontology that ideally captures all knowledge from the original ontologies.

Ontology alignment techniques are of particular importance because the manual creation of mappings between concepts is excessively time consuming for all but very small ontologies and therefore, not generally feasible. On the other hand, both alignment and merging approaches enable interoperability between different ontologies. However, alignment is far less complex than merging since creating and maintaining links between concepts is easier and less resource-intensive than producing a completely new, consistent ontology from the original ones. Although fully automatic ontology alignment might appear as the solution of choice for the interoperability of semantic systems, results provided by fully automatic methods are rarely of sufficient quality. The challenges faced by fully automatic methods are manifold, including vocabulary differences (e.g., due to synonymy and
homonymy), modeling differences (e.g., due to different model granularity or different attribute formats) and different points of view on the modeled reality.

To overcome those challenges, semi-automatic approaches have been proposed with the goal of including the knowledge and the capabilities of human experts in the alignment process. Quite obviously, for effective semi-automatic systems, the crucial point is the design of the user interface. Various visualization paradigms have been successfully applied to take advantage of human cognitive capabilities and provide intuitive overview, navigation, and detail analysis capabilities. The necessity of involving humans in the alignment process using visual interfaces has been recently outlined in [3] within a discourse on ontology alignment challenges.

However, visual alignment interfaces are most often designed in an ad hoc manner, focusing only on particular elements of the alignment task and on a specific target user group. In order to provide a richer set of visualizations covering different user needs, a comprehensive set of requirements for semi-automatic alignment systems must be derived. An analysis of existing visually supported approaches contrasted with a list of summarized requirements allows us to propose improvements for existing solutions and suggest guidelines for future research.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Due to the fact that semi-automatic approaches are built upon automatic methods, we first provide a brief overview of different approaches to automatic ontology alignment. Based on a short discussion of the evaluation results of automatic approaches and the results of user surveys, we derive and summarize the requirements for semi-automatic alignment systems. We argue that visual interfaces can effectively address the majority of the derived requirements, and therefore, focus on visually supported semi-automatic alignment systems. The subsequent sections present available visual interfaces for ontology alignment, and discuss their advantages and shortcomings with respect to the requirements. We conclude by summarizing the identified open issues, and provide suggestions for further improvements and future research.

2. Ontology Alignment Techniques

This section provides basic formal definitions and gives a brief overview of available approaches to ontology alignment. Despite being a new field of research, ontology alignment has already captured a lot of interest and has grown into a very active area encompassing diverse disciplines, such as computational linguistics, machine learning, graph analysis, automated reasoning, etc. Due to this wide scope, it would be beyond the purpose of this paper to capture all research directions or provide detailed insights into various alignment algorithms. Instead, this section provides an overview of different approaches to ontology alignment, and briefly discusses their advantages and shortcomings.

Although ontology alignment is still a relatively new research area, the growing importance of semantic systems has resulted in a variety of matching techniques, which are used in probably over a hundred different alignment systems. Besides giving a brief outline of the most common alignment approaches, we will also provide references to a subset of systems applying that particular approach. Interested readers can find a comprehensive overview of the field in [4] and read about the latest developments in [5].
2.1. Definitions

Given two ontologies, O1 and O2, ontology alignment is defined as the process of creating mappings in the form \((c_1, c_2, s)\), where \(c_1 \in O1\) and \(c_2 \in O2\) are concepts from the two ontologies and \(s \in [0,1]\) is the estimated similarity between the two concepts (also called the confidence of the mapping). Alignment \(A\) between two ontologies \(O1\) and \(O2\) is a set of mappings defined as: 

\[ A(O1, O2) = \{ (c_1, c_2, s) | c_1 \in O1, c_2 \in O2, s \in [0,1] \} \]

Mappings may also have the extended form \((c_1, c_2, s, r)\), where \(r\) is the type of the relation such as equivalence or generalization, or a restricted form \((c_1, c_2)\), where the matching coefficient is not graded (see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration).

**Figure 1.** Alignment of two ontologies, mappings between related concepts, are shown in red.

2.2. Alignment Approaches

Simple symbolic (or string-based) methods rely only on a concept’s name (label) to compute the similarity between a pair of concepts. Strings are normalized (case folding, use of a standardized encoding, blank normalization, etc.) and compared syntactically. The comparison may be either exact, i.e., concepts are matched only when the strings are equal, or approximate, where a confidence value is computed using a string of similarity metrics. Techniques for comparing a pair of strings are, for example, prefix/suffix comparison, edit distance (the number of changes required to transform one string into another), soundex index (based on pronunciation similarity in English), and n-grams (ratio between equal and all n-character sub-sequences).

While approximate string matching allows for the successful matching of concepts—even when the strings are not equal—a pure string matching approach has obvious limitations. For example, equivalent concepts described by different terms (synonyms) cannot be detected, while different concepts described by equal terms (homonyms) will mistakenly be detected as a complete match. Also, string-based matching techniques perform poorly when comparing complex strings, such as phrases, sentences, or descriptions. Systems using string based comparison for matching of concepts include COMA [6] and COMA++ [7], OLA [8], Anchor-Prompt [9], S-Match [10], and others.

Methods using language-based text analysis introduce additional techniques capable of improving on some limitations of the previous category. These include tokenization, elimination of stopwords (articles, prepositions, conjunctions), and the performing of morphological analysis for the reduction of each term (token) to its basic or stem form. Resulting terms belonging to one concept are compared to
terms belonging to other concepts using string-based matching. The confidence of the matching can be computed as the ratio between the number of matching terms and the total number of terms describing both concepts. While an improvement on the simple string comparison, this approach does not match concepts on a semantic level, and will fail when, for example, correct handling of synonyms or homonyms is required. Examples of systems using language-based text analysis include COMA [6] and COMA++ [7], OLA [8], S-Match [10], Cupid [11], etc.

The employment of linguistic resources in the matching process introduces matching on a semantic level, as opposed to matching on a syntactic level. Linguistic resources used in the matching discovery process include, for example, domain specific thesauri or WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) – a lexical database for the English language, which includes a thesaurus and a dictionary. Lexical relationships, such as synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, or hypernyms can be exploited, which not only improves matching quality, but also allows for the establishment of the type of relationship, such as equivalence or generalization. The structure of the linguistic resource can be used to compute the similarity between two terms, for example, by measuring the distance between the words in the linguistic data structure (which is typically a hierarchy or a graph). The main difficulty with this approach is that domain specific thesauri will be required for specialized application domains. Also, thesauri for languages other than English are often of lesser quality or not available at all. Examples of a system employing linguistic resources are OLA [8], Cupid [11], COMA [6], and others.

Constraint-based methods do not rely on textual descriptions, but exploit other information directly associated to the concept, such as the data types (integer, float, string, date, etc.) of key properties, data type similarities (e.g., float and double are both real number representations), permitted value ranges of the attributes, etc. OLA [8] and COMA [6] are examples of system that use this kind of information for matching.

Structure-based alignment methods differ from methods discussed above by not only considering a single concept at a time, but by utilizing the ontology structure information to compute the mappings. The fact that ontologies can be treated as graphs allows one to compare the sub-graphs belonging to different concepts using graph matching methods. For example, two concepts having similar child (or leaf) sets should be matched, while the confidence can be expressed as the ratio of equal children (or leaves). Taxonomy structure of the class hierarchy can also be considered, for example, by considering the ratio of mutual super-concepts. Similarity flooding [12], a technique based on the idea that similar nodes indicate the similarity of their neighbors, iteratively propagates similarity along the graph structure. Ontological structure is used by numerous alignment systems, such as Cupid [11], Anchor-Prompt [9], COMA [6], OLA [8], QOM [13], RiMOM [14], and many others.

Methods based on reasoning reduce the graph matching problem to pairwise node matching problems solved through the validation of a logical formula using an SAT solver. Examples of systems using this classical AI approach are CtxMatch [15] and S-Match [10].

External knowledge can be used for alignment. For example, upper (or reference, global, top-level) ontologies, such as DOLCE [16], have been designed with integration in mind. They provide reference terminology by defining general concepts, which can be used across different domains.

Alignment reuse is a technique which, given the existing alignments between Ontologies O and O1, and between O and O2, uses this information to match O1 and O2. Systems using this approach are, for example, COMA++ [7] and OLA [8].
Alignment based on machine learning methods makes use of the statistical distribution of features that are used to describe a concept. Features are usually extracted from a concept’s textual description, but may also include structural information and can even be extended using external resources, such as thesauri. When many different features and features of different types (symbolic, semantic, and structural) are used to describe concepts, computation of concept similarity becomes a non-trivial problem. Both supervised and non-supervised machine learning methods, using various similarity metrics, can be applied on the high-dimensional feature spaces to discover the matchings. Examples of systems based on the machine learning approach include GLUE [17], RiMOM [14], and others.

Composite alignment methods are combinations of the methods described above. They are commonly used by well performing systems. Since different alignment methods operate on different information types (labels, text descriptions, structure, rules, etc.) they use different similarity coefficients, which must be aggregated into a single composite coefficient. The main difficulty connected with this is that a composite method may undermine a very good single strategy. Therefore, composite methods typically include strategies to decide which alignment methods should be used and how their results should be combined (weighted). A simple example of such a strategy would be to assess the vocabulary similarity and the structural similarity of the ontology pair that will be aligned and, depending on these measures, decide whether to apply a string-based or a structure-based alignment algorithm. Examples of systems using composite alignment methods are Cupid [11], OLA [8], QOM [13], RiMOM [14], and many others.

User feedback driven methods rely on the input of the expert user, who inspects the automatically generated mappings and provides feedback, for example, by accepting or rejecting the mappings or by creating mappings manually. This information is fed back into the system, which is capable of learning and improving its performance. Systems considering user feedback are, for example, Prompt [18] and ONION [19].

2.3. Evaluation of Alignment Techniques

Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [20] is a yearly event, held since 2004, for the evaluation of ontology alignment systems. The main goal of OAEI is to provide a platform facilitating the evaluation of alignment systems, assessing and comparing the performance of automatic methods, and fostering collaboration between researchers developing alignment techniques. Evaluation consists of several problems (11 in 2009), including alignment of various ontologies, dictionaries, and thesauri, matching of ontologies with divergent vocabularies, and even matching of cross-lingual resources. Reports on evaluation results for years 2004 to 2009 [21] are available publicly. Although submitted results comprise only a small fraction of available alignment systems (16 systems were submitted in 2009), OAEI provides valuable insights into the performance of various automatic alignment systems in different circumstances and in different domains. Since the evaluation contest has already been running for six years, it is also possible to follow the improvement gains on a yearly basis. While tangible improvements can indeed be observed, apparently, it is also true that the improvements are diminishing from year to year despite the fact that the techniques are becoming significantly more sophisticated and more complex.
3. Requirements for Visual Semi-automatic Alignment Approaches

When automatic methods cannot fulfil the requirements in a satisfactory manner, it becomes necessary to include humans in the process. The combination of humans’ general knowledge and the immense processing power of the human visual apparatus with the enormous storage capacity and computational power of computers has been proposed, and is an active area of research [22]: visual analytics is an emerging interdisciplinary field of research focusing on reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [23]. It has also been defined as a combination of automated discovery and interactive visualization [24], introducing what is known as the visual analytics mantra: “analyze first; show the important; zoom, filter, and analyze further; details on demand”.

Visual analytics has its roots in information visualization, which is an interdisciplinary field dealing with the interactive visual representation of large, abstract data sets. As these data sets do not have a “natural” representation in the real physical world, suitable abstract visual representations must be devised. Basic principles of information visualization are summarized in the older, well-known InfoVis mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand” [25].

For the design of visually supported alignment systems, both the visual analytics and information visualization principles have to be considered. While information visualization has a stronger focus on the presentation aspect, visual analytics can be considered more process resp. interaction oriented. Therefore, we derive user driven requirements and process driven requirements for alignment systems in the next subsections. Process driven requirements define steps and step sequences to be supported in the alignment process, and are closely related to the algorithms used. Each step utilizes different algorithms and usually requires different visual components to be conducted most effectively. On the other hand, user driven requirements impose constraints on the use of the process for an alignment task. This not only includes visual representations of ontologies and matching results, but also the establishment of collaboration and communication among users involved in the alignment task.

3.1. Process Driven Requirements

Common to the ontology alignment techniques outlined in Section 2 is a process closely resembling the well-known knowledge discovery process, as defined in [26]. This process, which we call ontology alignment process, consists of the following steps:

a) Engineering of features describing the elements to be matched;
b) Search for and selection of matching candidates;
c) Similarity computation to determine relatedness between the candidates;
d) Mapping discovery (mining) and storage of results;
e) Presentation and interpretation of the mappings and related information;
f) User feedback.

While automatic approaches ignore steps (e) and (f) (except during algorithm development), they are crucial in semi-automatic approaches. Through the intelligent presentation of alignment results, the interpretation on the user side can be improved, thereby yielding to a more productive alignment and user feedback. According to the visual analytics mantra, mining (step (d)) provides a “first analysis”
and allows one to “show the important”. “Zoom, filter, and details on demand” then support users in doing the actual alignment and provide feedback for steps (a)–(d).

3.2. User Driven Requirements

Automated ontology alignment is central to the interoperability of semantic systems. However, since fully automatic methods produce imperfect mappings, and will most likely do so in the foreseeable future, involving human experts in the alignment process becomes a necessity. While the evaluation of automatic methods, such as those performed by OAEI [20], provides an objective assessment of their performance and indicate directions for their improvement, additional important questions need to be answered when humans should be involved in the process:

- How to present the mappings to the user?
- Do users consider automatically generated mappings useful and trustworthy?
- What degree of automation is feasible (when human intervention becomes necessary)?
- What processes and workflows are users following when creating, inspecting, and managing the mappings?
- What are the requirements for cognitive support for ontology mapping tasks?
- What are appropriate representations and user interactions for specific tasks and processes?
- What is the role of collaboration and how do users wish to coordinate teamwork?
- Which existing tools and interactive interfaces do users prefer and why do they prefer them?
- What are the long and short term usage patterns of the systems?
- Influence of interface usability and quality of automatic alignments on acceptance of interactive systems.
- How can one most adequately utilize machine and human advantages?

Studies attempting to provide answers to these questions are still rare (as of 2009). In [27–29], user surveys and evaluation studies were conducted providing answers to most of the above questions. A main conclusion is that there is demand for interactive alignment systems. Users are willing to test and use various systems and do find automatically generated mappings useful. However, the task of creating the mappings is considered complex and working with tools is mostly described as hard. Interestingly, better cognitive support was expected to improve productivity more than advancements in the matching algorithms.

Performed user surveys and evaluation studies delivered assessments on the functionality of the existing tools as well as numerous improvement suggestions. Based on these results, we derive a summarized set of requirements for interactive ontology alignment tools:

1. Presentation of mapping candidates together with the estimated confidence and, if possible, with the inclusion of information on why the mapping was generated.
2. Navigation and exploration of ontologies providing detailed information on every element of the explored ontology.
3. Overview of the alignment results for identification of regions with promising matching candidates.
4. Capability to adjust the level of detail for the viewed data, as well as the choosing of the area of interest which shall be explored.
5. Filtering depending on features of the mappings, such as terms describing the concepts, mapping confidence, status of the mapping (confirmed, rejected, not inspected), etc.
6. Confirming and rejecting automatically generated mappings as well as adding and removing mappings manually. If possible, this should be done such that the system will learn from users’ interventions.
7. Collaboration via communication, commenting, tagging, and the voting on and annotating of mappings and ontology elements.
8. Ability to partition the mapping task into chunks assignable to team members and to monitor team member progress.
9. Saving and loading of users’ changes.

Looking at the requirements 1 to 5, it becomes clear that these make an excellent fit for visualization techniques. While the remaining requirements are usually not primarily addressed by visual methods, requirements 6 to 8 could also benefit from the use of visualization, in particular from visual components introduced to address requirements 1 to 5.

4. Visual Interfaces for Ontology Alignment

Involving humans in the alignment process has the advantage of utilizing users’ general knowledge, creativity, and intuition. Use of visualization techniques has the additional advantage of exploiting the immensely powerful visual processing capabilities of humans, enabling them to efficiently explore, understand, and discover patterns in large amounts of information at once. Visual ontology alignment has recently been discussed and advocated in [30].

Since the browsing of ontologies may be crucial for assessing the correctness of mappings produced by automatic alignment methods, most interactive systems will include ontology representation components of some form. Ontology visualization is an established area of research, with many existing systems employing various visual representations [31,32]. However, interactive visual interfaces for ontology alignment are still few (as of 2009). As ontology alignment involves browsing and analysis of ontologies rather than editing and manipulation, ontology visualizations employed in alignment systems focus primarily on navigation and inspection capabilities.

The offered functionality and the information conveyed by a visual interface depend on the characteristics of the employed visualizations. Therefore, we subdivide the presented visual interfaces into three groups, depending on the used visual paradigm: standard tree widget based interfaces, graph visualization based interfaces, and treemap-based interfaces (note that some of the six cited systems are present in more than one group). Employed visual components are usually accompanied by additional widgets providing extended functionality for displaying, inspecting, and manipulating mappings generated by the matching algorithms.
4.1. Interfaces Based on Linked Trees Widgets

Tree-based representations use the standard tree widget to present the class hierarchy of an ontology. Ontologies are usually shown side by side, while the mappings are either represented as lines or curves connecting the corresponding tree nodes, or they are displayed as a list of matching pairs.

AgreementMaker [33] shows a class hierarchy in a tree-like representation. Both ontologies are shown side by side with mappings shown as straight lines connecting matching nodes. Similarity between a pair of nodes is displayed along the link, whereby filtering of mappings can be achieved by adjusting the similarity threshold. When clicking on a node, additional properties are shown in a separate detail view. Manual manipulation of mappings is performed through node selection and the subsequent invoking of corresponding functions through a context menu.

COMA++ [7] and COGZ [34,35] offer an interface very similar to the one provided by AgreementMaker. As seen in Figure 2, the COGZ interface includes two trees showing the class hierarchy (A and B), a property viewer (C), and a component between the tree nodes showing mappings as curves connecting the tree nodes (D). COGZ improves on the AgreementMaker and COMA++ interfaces by showing mappings as curves, by displaying additional information on mappings as a tool tip, and by applying a fish-eye effect on the trees, as shown in

Figure 2. COGZ [34] matching interface including trees showing the class hierarchies (A and B), a property viewer (C), and links between the nodes (D).
Figure 3. COGZ [34] matching interface with a fish-eye effect on the current focus (mapping).

Figure 4. Tree-based user interface supporting interactive alignment for the PROMPT [18] system.
Figure 3, to improve interface scalability and to highlight the currently viewed mappings.

In [29], user interface extensions for the PROMPT [18] alignment system are described. Tree representation is used for the class hierarchies, but lines and curves representing the mappings are replaced by a list component showing a listing of matching pairs (see Figure 4).

4.2. Interfaces Based on Graph Visualization

The structure of an ontology is basically a graph, which makes graph visualization probably the most natural, and definitely the most commonly used, visual representation of an ontology. There is a plethora of different graph visualization approaches, with comprehensive surveys available in [36] and [37]. Interactive alignment systems employ graph visualization for the navigation and exploration of ontologies, to provide insight into the ontology structure, and to show detailed information of every ontological element. Matching information is usually encoded through color or through additional links.

Optima [38] displays both ontologies separately in graph visualization components. Various graph layouts, such as a tree, a circle, or random, are available. Because large ontologies would appear cluttered, node clustering and node filtering are supported. Matched nodes are highlighted and displayed in blue and the user can select a node to identify the matching node in the other ontology.

The work in [39] describes extensions for the PROMPT [18] alignment system. Figure 5 shows a variant of the interface shown in Figure 4, but with tree representations of class hierarchies replaced by graph visualizations showing fragments of the ontologies. The list in the center (3) shows matching pairs, while the graph visualization (1 and 2) display neighborhoods of the currently selected mapping suggestion.

Figure 5. Graph-based user interface supporting interactive alignment in the PROMPT [18] system.
AlViz [39] combines four different views: two tree representation for the class hierarchies and two graph visualizations for representation of the ontologies (see Figure 6). The clustering of nodes is performed in the graph visualization according to the selected level of detail using similarities provided by the matching algorithm. Nodes are positioned using a spring-embedded algorithm so that tightly coupled groups of nodes appear positioned close together, while loosely coupled ones are placed further apart. Node size corresponds to the number of clustered concepts, while color is used to indicate similarity between concepts from the two ontologies.

**Figure 6.** AlViz [39] combines tree representation for the class hierarchies with graph visualization for the representation of the ontologies.

### 4.3. Treemap-based Interfaces

Treemap [40] is a commonly used visual representation of hierarchically organized data sets. Nodes of the hierarchy are represented as nested rectangles. The size of each rectangle corresponds to some property of the underlying data (e.g., the amount of leaves contained by the corresponding hierarchy node). Usually, color coding is used to convey further properties of a node, but other representations fitting within a node’s area, such as histograms, can be used instead. More information on treemaps is available in [41]. The main objective for the use of treemaps in ontology alignment is to provide an overview of the complete class hierarchy. As treemaps are scalable, they are suitable even for very large ontologies—the amount of screen real estate used by a treemap remains the same, regardless of ontology size.
COGZ [34–35] employs treemaps to provide an overview of the class taxonomy, and uses colors to indicate where regions with many matching candidates can be found (see Figure 7). Pie-charts are used to show additional information, such as the mapping progress (i.e., count of candidate mappings, mapped concepts, and concepts without any mapping) for different branches of the hierarchy.

Figure 7. COGZ [34] treemap view (A) with a pie chart showing information on mapping progress (B).

5. Requirement Fulfilment Summary and Suggestions for Future Research

This section summarizes the capabilities of the presented visual alignment systems and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the three visual representation groups introduced in the previous section. Each group is compared to the requirements derived in the Section 3, whereby the focus is on requirements 1 to 5, as they are most relevant to visual systems. Based on these findings, we propose improvements and provide suggestions for a visual approach to semi-automatic ontology alignment, which might successfully address all relevant requirements.

5.1. Requirements Fulfilled by Interfaces Based on Linked Trees

Representations showing class hierarchies using two tree widgets placed side by side, with mappings shown as links between the tree nodes, are useful for the exploration and inspection of the mappings. However, when mappings are too numerous, overlap and the crossing of links may result in clutter. Also, it is difficult to encode confidence and other mapping information into lines and curves connecting the tree nodes, especially when many of them should be displayed. These issues can be ameliorated by adding an additional table component which displays the mappings as a listing of
matched concept pairs. Therefore, we regard requirement 1 as fulfilled if an additional table view is available, or partially fulfilled if it is absent. Trees are adequate for representing hierarchical structures, such as class hierarchies, but ontologies, which have a graph structure, cannot be represented by trees. Requirement 2 is therefore not fulfilled. Tree based representations are clearly not suitable for providing an overview since only a small part of the class hierarchy can be visible at once. However, use of a fish-eye view ameliorates the situation to some degree. Still, we see requirement 3 as largely not fulfilled. Choosing the area of interest for hierarchically organized data, such as a class hierarchy, works well with trees, but the adjustable level of detail should be considered to be very limited. As a consequence, requirement 4 is only partially fulfilled. Filtering is generally not supported in trees. However, it can be applied on the links connecting the tree nodes, so we regard requirement 5 as partially supported.

5.2. Requirements Fulfilled by Graph-based Interfaces

Graph visualizations applied on ontology alignment usually display matched nodes through color coding or icons. The disadvantage is that additional information about the mapping cannot be provided. Similar to tree-based interfaces, this can be addressed by adding a table displaying the mappings as a listing of matching concept pairs. Thus, requirement 1 can be considered fulfilled if an additional table component is present, or partially fulfilled if it is absent. Representing ontologies by interactive graph visualizations enables users to effectively navigate along the ontology structure and to view details on ontology elements. The availability of various graph layouts makes this a very flexible way of exploring ontologies. Therefore, requirement 2 can be considered completely fulfilled. Graph visualizations usually do not scale to very large data sets, which makes them unsuitable for providing an overview. Attempts have been made to address this issue by applying aggregation techniques, such as clustering. However, aggregation may hinder the user in gaining insight because nodes and relations will appear “merged”, which would prevent the visibility of separate mappings. We conclude that the requirement 3 is only partially fulfilled. Results of aggregation techniques can be used to provide a dynamic level of detail. As long as the labels describing the aggregated entities are aggregated too, the resulting visual representation can be used to identify and select areas of interest. Therefore, we consider requirement 4 to be mostly fulfilled. Filtering is usually supported by graph visualization components. However, combining visual aggregation with filtering may prove to be problematic, because filtering effects may be obscured for elements which have been “merged” by aggregation. Therefore we consider the requirement 5 as only partially fulfilled.

5.3. Requirements Fulfilled by Treemap-based Interfaces

While treemaps are good at providing an overview, single data entities cannot be visualized, disqualifying this visual representation for requirement 1. However, treemaps were successfully combined with a table view showing the mappings as a listing of matching concept pairs. Similar to tree-based and graph-based interfaces, this fulfils the requirement 1. As treemap visualization is organized along the displayed class hierarchy, it does not provide a means of navigating the ontology graph structure. Therefore, requirement 2 is not fulfilled. The main strength of treemaps is the provision of an overview for the complete class hierarchy, and the indication of candidate-rich regions
through color. Hence, requirement 3 is considered fulfilled. Treemaps provide guided navigation along the visualized hierarchy and will display more detailed information as the user navigates down the hierarchy. Therefore, we consider requirement 4 to be largely fulfilled. Treemaps usually do not visualize single data entities and thus do not support filtering functionality, so that the requirement 5 is not fulfilled.

5.4. Suggestions for Future Work

By analyzing existing visual semi-automatic alignment tools, it is clear that not all relevant requirements are actually supported by available systems (see Table 1). Hence, the full potential of information visualization and visual analytics is not realized yet.

Table 1. Requirement fulfillment overview for the three visual interface groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement/Interface</th>
<th>Linked Trees-based</th>
<th>Graph-based</th>
<th>Treemap-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Detailed mapping information provided</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ontology navigation and exploration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Overview of alignment results</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Selectable level of detail and area of interest</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Filtering</td>
<td>−/+</td>
<td>−/+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requirement considered fully supported only if an additional table view is employed for displaying detailed mapping information.

Comparing the three groups of visual alignment systems, one can see that treemap interfaces, and in particular, the graph-based interfaces, come closer to fulfilling the requirements than the tree-based interfaces. Although graph-based and treemap-based approaches both have weaknesses and strong points, these are, to a certain degree, complementary, so a combination of these two approaches appears reasonable: a treemap could be used for providing an overview, while a graph visualization would provide navigation and exploration of the ontologies. A point common to all three interface groups is that no matter how mappings are incorporated into a visualization, a table displaying detailed mapping information is indispensable. A requirement which is not addressed in a completely satisfactory manner by any system is filtering.

We propose an interface consisting of graph visualizations for ontology navigation and exploration, a table component displaying detailed information on the mappings, and a dedicated overview component, such as a treemap, for providing an overview and for identifying regions of interest containing promising matching candidates. To address the issue with filtering, the treemap could be replaced with another component suitable for providing an overview, such as an information landscape. An information landscape is a visualization paradigm based on a geographic map metaphor, suitable for providing an overview. It is typically applied for the discovery of patterns in large data sets by conveying relatedness in the data through spatial proximity in the visualization [43]. Due to the fact that mapped concepts would be grouped together because of the high relatedness computed by the alignment algorithm, identification of mapping candidate-rich regions would be supported (requirement 3). Filtering and highlighting (requirement 5) are naturally supported because all
concepts involved in the alignment process would be displayed at once. Interactive zooming and panning, as well as labeling, which is automatically adjusted to the current zoom factor, would also be available (requirement 4). Therefore, a visual user interface employing graph visualization for ontology exploration, a table for the presentation of the mappings, and an information landscape as an overview component, would completely fulfill requirements 1 to 5.

Employing an information landscape as an overview component could bring some additional advantages. For example, the fact that concepts identified as mapping candidates are grouped together, combined with the dynamic level of detail-dependent labeling, could be used to identify mapping candidate-heavy regions covering a particular topic of interest. This is not only relevant to requirement 4, but could also be used to assign the identified mapping candidates to an expert on that particular topic, thus supporting requirement 8.

As we have seen in the above discussion, no single visual representation is capable of fulfilling all requirements. To overcome this, visual interfaces have to be built by combining several components. Coordinated multiple views (CMVs) techniques [42] are commonly used for combining multiple components. Through CMV techniques, tight coupling of several visual components can be achieved, effectively “fusing” them into a single unified, coherent user interface. As a result, interactions performed in one component are reflected in all other components within the user interface. The same CMV mechanism could be extended to work over the network, in order to coordinate multiple users working on the same data set and to provide real-time collaboration features (requirement 7).

6. Conclusions

Visually supported semi-automatic ontology alignment systems appear as a very promising approach because they are attempts to tap both machine and human resources in such a way as to utilize the strengths and avoid the weaknesses of both. However, this is still a nascent area of research. Available approaches introduce promising ideas addressing various problems identified by user surveys. However, an intuitive solution addressing all points from the requirement list in Section 3.2 will necessitate further cycles of research, prototyping, and user testing.

Since in the semi-automatic ontology alignment, automated mapping generation and interactive visual representation are very closely coupled, we believe that the application of visual analytics techniques will prove to be a promising way for obtaining a highly usable, interactive visual interface, which could fulfill the majority of identified user requirements. Further, including feedback in the ontology alignment process allows utilization of valuable human judgements. The handling of very large, complex, evolving ontologies is another challenge, which has appeared on the radar of ontology alignment researchers. Addressing these challenges by the means of visual interfaces is supported by the fact that techniques, which used visual analytics, are designed to handle huge, complex, dynamically changing, incomplete, and even conflicting information.
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